Looking for Lead Product Development English for Innovative Legal Tech Startup

Do YOU want to be part of a startup which addresses the desire for digitized legal solutions? We are a legal tech startup that will change the way contracts and other legal documents are analyzed in the German speaking region.

The worldwide legal market is looking to reduce costs, increase transparency and make attorneys’ time more efficient. Technology is currently the most promising answer. Adoption of modern tools has been slow in the Swiss, German, and Austrian markets, but that is rapidly changing. We are a part of the transformational process.

In order to define and develop the cornerstones of our product with a focus on the English language, we are looking for a Lead Product Development English. As the successful candidate you’ll essentially be teaching Legartis’ artificial intelligence technology to “think like a lawyer”. We expect to grow quickly. So, despite our current small size, we are looking for leadership experience. If you also have excellent people skills, business acumen and exemplary work ethics, we’d REALLY like to meet you!

About Legartis

Legartis is developing an AI-based legal document life cycle solution provided as a SaaS solution. It aids companies’ legal and compliance departments, hr and procurement teams reviewing, analyzing, amending, and managing all legal documents throughout their entire life cycle. Legartis operates in a multilingual context. Legartis’ A.I. technology will recognize unusual or problematic text as well as missing clauses before signing a contract. After a document has been signed, Legartis provides immediate access to the info contained in it and extracts relevant info directly from it. The platform is an easy to use, intuitive and affordable single touch point document and contract assembly tool.
Responsibilities

- Co-develop the product directly with the company’s team of corporate attorneys and software engineers and enhance the company’s products including designing additional functionality.
- Design and implement product strategies, plans and procedures
- Review and annotate legal provisions from a database of contracts and play a major role in the continued enhancement and development of the company’s legal software
- Build up and manage a team of supporting paralegals/staff and outside resources to gather additional contracts, build Legartis’ working database, and ensure the accuracy of annotations.
- Evaluate performance by analyzing and interpreting data and metrics
- Participate in various business activities (investments, corporate alliances etc.)

Requirements

- Master’s degree in Law (or a JD); Admission to the bar is a plus;
- Experience reviewing a variety of contracts including general M&A & commercial contracts;
- Native English or at professional level; good level of German is a plus;
- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, ability to work independently and make progress;
- Experience managing projects and working in a team environment; An entrepreneurial mindset;
- Moreover, you are open for development, are honest, have a genuine interest in people, work smart, have passion for innovation, show your commitment and want to enjoy work and have fun while giving your best!

What you can expect

- A part time position in a startup
- A small, highly motivated team committed to building a successful company
- A salary and options in the company (ESOP)

Let us know why you would like to disrupt the legal market with us! Please send your application (including CV, letter of motivation, etc.) to recruiting@Legartis.ai. If you have any queries, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We can’t wait to hear from you!